an upcoming exhibition & event
at the Johns Hopkins Homewood Campus - fusing
art & science to raise awareness & inspire discourse
on environmental conservation. Synergy is part of a
MFA Thesis Project in Curatorial Practice at MICA.

Gallery Q/Johns Hopkins
Homewood Campus
April 6th – May 22nd, 2015
Opening Reception April 22, 5-7 PM
with Earth Day 5¢
Bottle & Can Exchange Event
The Synergy exhibition and event will bring together
the work of four visual artists, Brent Crothers,
Leonard Streckfus, Max Schuster, and Bridget Parlato,
inspiring discussion of local issues regarding
ecosystems found within Baltimore and the current
challenges we face related to consumer waste.
A rich visual dialogue created by photographs and
sculpture will be paired with carefully researched
content developed in collaboration with students at
Johns Hopkins relating not only the future impacts on
Baltimore’s water systems should consumer waste
continue to overwhelm us, but also champion current
environmental conservation efforts.

The exhibition’s curator, Christopher Beer, says of the
show: “Though the exhibition has a local focus, the
artworks and presented content will engage a larger
conversation about the global importance of environmental conservation. This is a message relevant to all
Baltimoreans as well as those far beyond the city’s lines.”
Accompanying programming will connect diverse
audiences as active exercise in how art can be a tool to
activate locally based conservation efforts. Please read
on to learn more about this exciting event!

Earth Day Event and Installation
Synergy will team with Baltimore Trash Talk to host a 5¢
Bottle and Can Exchange on Earth Day on April 22,
2015. Collaborating with residents of the Greater
Homewood region of Baltimore, the team will create a
river of consumables that will snake across the Beach
of Johns Hopkins University’s Homewood Campus.
Shown at bottom is Baltimore Trash Talk’s second 5¢
Exchange event. 5¢ was exchanged for each bottle/can
brought to the event. 53,000 items were exchanged,
filling a 23 ft roll-off dumpster. BTT distributed $2500

and collected data in support of a refundable deposit
law in Maryland. Bridget Parlato, founder of
Baltimore Trash Talk planned and executed the event.
Fiscal Sponsor
Greater Homewood Community Corporation
3503 N. Charles St. · Baltimore, MD 21218
www.greaterhomewood.org

Synergy/Christopher Beer
Synergy is a curatorial project created by Christopher Beer
as part of his Curatorial Practice MFA thesis work at
Maryland Institute College of Art. The exhibition will run
from April 6th – May 22nd, 2015 in Gallery Q at the
Eisenhower Library on Johns Hopkins Homewood Campus.
For more information on the exhibition and programming,
please contact the curator at
synergyexhibit2015@gmail.com

Top - Brent Crothers, Water Wars #2, Recycled Garden Hose, 2013.
Middle Left - Max Shuster, Octopedial Origins II: Generator 2,
Photograph in Lightbox. 2014.
Middle Right - Leonard Streckfus, Fish #5, Found Materials, 2014.
Below - Baltimore Trash Talk - 5¢ Exchange Event installation Recycling Stream 2014

Baltimore Trash Talk’s
5¢ Exchange events
in support of a
Maryland Container
Deposit Legislation.

Baltimore Trash Talk’s
5¢ Exchange events...
Baltimore Trash Talk (BTT) is a citizen initiative that
battles litter and pollution in Baltimore City. In 6
months, BTT conducted two 5¢ Exchange events.
With a BGE Green Grant, BTT exchanged 5¢ for every
glass/plastic bottle and aluminum can. Residents
brought their containers and a BTT volunteer to tallied
up their empties. After a short questionaire, residents
walked away with cash for trash.
The events were based on the container deposit laws
in place in 10 States in the US. Those laws (aka.
Bottle Bills) attach 5-10¢ to a beverage container at
purchase. That fee is refunded when the container is
returned to a store or return center. Bottle Bills
increase recyling, reduce the need for virgin

materials/energy used to create new ones and
drastically reduce litter.
A Bottle Bill has been considered before in Maryland but
sadly has not gained enough public support to become
law. To get that support, residents have to know what a
bottle bill is and how it works.
Att BTT’s 5cent events, citizens learned how a bill
works while sharing their overwhelming support of
container deposit legislation in Maryland. Through the
5¢ Exchanges, BTT is now able to bring street level
information to government level conversations.
Support a Maryland Bottle Bill by donating to
Baltimore Trash Talk’s education/event efforts!
baltimoretrashtalk@gmail.com
Fiscal Sponsor
Greater Homewood Community Corporation
3503 N. Charles St. · Baltimore, MD 21218
www.greaterhomewood.org.

